Senior Class To Face

Another Yearbook Tax

The Class of '42 attended another of its regular meetings of the Directors of the book. Backed up by a subscription drive from the students and the "Roads" newspaper, the class members feel they would be able to add additional pages to the yearbook. If there is no subscription drive, the book may have to be postponed.

$250 Contest

For New Plays

An opportunity to have their plays produced and enter a contest is offered this year to playwrights for the first time. The contest is sponsored by the Suffolk City Playhouse, the Suffolk Union Press, and the Suffolk Ramblcr. Plays are expected to be submitted in a page form and read by the judges. The notebook that contains the highest number of subscriptions entered for the contest will receive a prize. The notebook must be entered before the first of the month. No notice will be sent out to judges or entered on the notebook. Please submit your contests to the Suffolk Union Press.

Social Club

Takes Trip

The Suffolk County Junior College will leave for a trip to New York this year, sponsored by the "Roads" newspaper.

HILARIOUS COMEDY

NEX T PRODUCTION

The play, "Hilary's Malady," was produced by the Suffolk County Junior College drama society. The play was a hit with the audience. The play will be performed again on the same night as the next production.

Talent Show

Panics Capacity Audience

Spring Sing

By Choral

A Merry Christmas

from the

Suffolk Rambler
EDITORIALS

3 CHRISTMAS CAROL

A cold and rainy Christmas Day, as is the case in most parts of the country. It is no wonder that people are quick to complain about the weather. However, there is something special about Christmas Day that makes it a joyous occasion for many people. The warmth of the holiday season brings people together, and the joy of giving gifts is a cherished tradition. In this season of giving, it is important to remember the true meaning of Christmas, which is the celebration of the birth of Jesus Christ. Let us take a moment to reflect on the reason for the season and the values that it represents.

OUTSIDE S.U.

LEGAL SPEAKING

By B. Lloyd Ryback

Many franklins, Black M., and his family, in the last few days, have turned to the new year with enthusiasm. It is a time of renewal and hope, and many people are looking forward to the new opportunities that the new year will bring.

When you open your door on Christmas morning to pick up the morning paper, notice the large size of the Old Compton. Lately, the paper has been running long on stories and events, and you may wonder why. Some people think it is because the paper has a new owner, and they are trying to please the new owner.

What will you choose?
STUDENT AFFAIRS
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CAMPUS INTERVIEWS ON CIGARETTE TESTS

NUMBER 3...THE SEA GULL

"I'm not as gallous as I look!"

Maybe our little one was not so bad after all. On the other hand, he may have been trying to sell those quick-light cigarettes over the desk where we work. Well, let's not be too hard on him. After all, how can you judge a pigeon by its weight? Oh yes, they are by one fast flight. What's all the fuss about, anyway? What is coming to making your mind about saving my address?

And think you'd like to take your turn.

That's why we suggest:

Try a sensible test—whether you make it a day after day, back after back time for 30 days. It's the mighty Camel Milds Test! Simply smoke Camel—only Camel—50 packs. Let your own "Z-Zone" (for Thrust, 10 for Freedom) be your proving ground. Then you've tried Camel as a steady smoker, you'll love any...

STUNTS OF SUFFOLK MAMMALS

More People Smoke Camels

These little guys have been noticed climbing around the campus, Palace, and the different dormitories. This morning, we observed a pair of the animals in the Park along with the Thrust spacecraft. The test going on is an attempt to increase the appeal of Camel to students who have not been interested in smoking cigarettes. Students are encouraged to try Camel cigarettes and contribute their opinions to the test. Those interested in participating should contact the Student Affairs Office.

Scribes Addressed by Top Publicists

The top press offices, including the ones of the University of Southern California, have been addressed by top publicists, according to Mr. Rogers. In a recent letter, Mr. Rogers expressed his interest in the opportunity to work with the university. He is especially interested in the faculty and students, who he believes are the backbone of the university's success.

We also heard with the Press Helpline and we were mentioned in the "Scribes Addressed by Top Publicists" section. The university has received several invitations to participate in various public relations events, and we look forward to working with the university in the future.
Legally Speaking —
A comprehensive, independent textbook program in law designed for students of all levels has been developed in the USSR. It is being compiled with one on Russian law, and another on Soviet political economy. The first textbook program, which is a short course in constitutional and international law, will be published.

A joint dance was held in the Student Union Building last night. The dance featured a swing band and a variety of dances such as the Lindy Hop and the Two-Step. The music was provided by a live band, and the atmosphere was lively and energetic. There was a good turnout, and the attendees danced until late into the night, enjoying the festive atmosphere.

USSR Course At College
A comprehensive, independent textbook program in law designed for students of all levels has been developed in the USSR. It is being compiled with one on Russian law, and another on Soviet political economy. The first textbook program, which is a short course in constitutional and international law, will be published.

New Program At Wilson
The experimental classroom at Wilson College, which was designed to provide a more interactive and engaging learning experience for students, has been successfully implemented. Students have reported increased engagement and a better understanding of the material due to the innovative teaching methods used.

Everyone Wants the Best
Joe and Nemo's
Have Got the Best

Be Happy—Go Lucky!
Enjoy your cigarettes! Enjoy truly fine tobacco that combines both perfect, mild and rich tastes in one great cigarette — Lucky Strike.

Perfect mildness! Yes, that's right! Science tests, confirmed by the taste buds of millions, prove that Lucky Strike is milder than any other brand. Rich taste! Yes, the full, rich taste of truly fine tobaccos. Only five tobaccos give you both rich and mildness and rich taste. Asking for Lucky Strike is asking for true enjoyment — for mildness and rich taste. Be Happy—Go Lucky!

L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike
Means Fine Tobacco
Free Reading Course Available To Students

In keeping with the trend throughout the country to improve the reading and writing habits of students, Suffolk University is offering a course in reading improvement as a free service to all students who can benefit by it. The course is under the able guidance of Edgar L. de Forest, Director of the Reading Clinic.

In a well planned and carefully coordinated series of classes, Mr. de Forest has helped many students to develop their reading comprehension rates. In the Tuesday evening class which meets in the auditorium, the Tachy-oscopist, a machine which flashes numbers and words on a revolving screen, is employed. The Tachy-oscopist is a second, is used to speed up recognition and to encourage unitary seeing. In addition, the students are given a series of Harvard Reading Films which are arranged to give an accurate picture of the reader's progress in the film and gradually increase to 60s by the last. These films are most useful in that they do not permit the student to read back during the question period. The same films are then given over the radio.

The Thursday classes are devoted to reading specific stories designed to improve the vocabulary as well as reading.

Some students who are interested in reading are having such success that they might also enrol the course which would be open for one of these.

THE SUFFOLK RAMBLER

Ohio Prof.

Get Year With Pay

Innovations to workers in industry today are being matched by those at least in liberal arts college. The College of Arts & Sciences offers professors, or, permanent tenure opportunities, at any age on full time or part time study and research.

Dr. Devon F. Spenser, Professor of biology, expresses it this way: "For one teaching in a small college there are advantages and disadvantages. One great advantage is the privilege of being one. In the large institution one becomes a department, which is a very different situation. In a college, one is the only person who is responsible for all the work in the field. He has the opportunity to take advantage of the opportunities for study and research."

WILLIAMS MEN

AID FOREIGNERS

Williams College men this year have the privilege of living well and contributing something to the work of educational institutions in other parts of the world.

The financial aid plans originated at Bowdoin College last year, and have since been adopted by the two other New England, foreign-study institutions.

The college has a fund available for foreign study and research and will aid students who are interested in study and research.

Debaters Defeat

UCON, NYU, Me.

Debaters of the University of Maine, the University of New York, and the University of Maine will be in competition with over twenty colleges, Dartmouth will be first in competition with New York University, and the University of Maine, represented by the affirmative team of Frank Lagerstrom and Howard Lewis, respectively.

Meanwhile, in New York, Suffolk University defeated University of Vermont, represented by Ireland O'Leary and Loyd Wood (Negroes) and Peggy Mcnair and Robert Pinckney, affirmative vanquished New York University.

New Grade System

For Wheaton

The official grading system at Wheaton College, effective this year, is a departure from the plus and minus system which has been in use at Wheaton for the last six years.

The system utilizes the grades of A, B, C, D, and F, with grades above C considered better than grades below C.

The system is in effect for both the fall and spring semesters.

BUSINESS CLUB HEARS

COMMERCIAL MAN

Effective and fruitful business was the topic of the talk of Lincoln B. Riff of the United States Department of Commerce at the most recent meeting of the Suffolk Business Club of Suffolk University.

The talk highlighted the club's first meeting in the new building on Saugus Avenue.

Mr. Riff stated that the Department of Commerce is an agency set up to help all American business in securing the maximum profits, by co-operating with the state and federal departments.

He has had some knowledge of the Inter-American trade, and in this department the club is trying to keep up with the latest developments.

On Sale at the Bookstore

FOUNTAIN PENS (at reduced prices)
S. U. SWEATSHIRTS
S. U. GLASSES
S. U. ASHTRAYS
CHRISTMAS ITEMS

COULTS

STUDENT CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

The Student Christmas Special is a great opportunity to buy Christmas presents at a reduced price. It is available at all student stores.

STUDENT CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO YOU

Syrup

Talent Show

D'Ann Hertler, Muriel Novak, and Ann La Rosa are some of the young talents who will be performing at the Talent Show to be held at 8 p.m. on December 11th in the auditorium.

The show will be held in the auditorium of the University of Maine, and will feature a variety of acts, including singing, dancing, and instrumental performances.

The theme of the show is "Christmas in the City," and the performers will be dressed in holiday costumes.

Merry Christmas From All of Us

New Exhibition At Art Institute

Shoppers will find new art in the halls of the Art Institute, 111 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

The exhibition, "The Art Institute," is a display of the works of many of the leading artists of today. The show will be open to the public from December 11th to January 11th.

Myrtle Lunch

24 MYRTLE STREET
BOSTON

A. W. ESTON, Prop.
KICKERS LOSE ONLY TWO OF 20 LETTERMEN

Thirty members of this year's most humble, most unassuming team have been named to the All-State team. The coach, Coach DeSantis, said that he was proud of the way his team played. He added that he was particularly happy about the way the team performed in the final game of the season.

The team will lose only two of its starting players, and both are expected to return next year.

THOMAS ANSLEY'S EDGE SU SEXTET 3-2

FROM TIME TO TIME THE SCHEDULES WILL INCLUDE SUBHITS FOR THE OFFICIALS. THE SCHEDULES ARE A SOURCE OF CONVERSATION, BUT ARE NOT OFFICIAL.

A much-needed break for the SEXTET came this week as the team had a three-game losing streak. The team is now back on track and is expected to continue its winning streak.

S. ANSLEY'S SCHEDULE

From time to time the dates on the schedule will include subhites for the officials. The schedules are a source of conversation, but are not official.

A much-needed break for the SEXTET came this week as the team had a three-game losing streak. The team is now back on track and is expected to continue its winning streak.

BASKETBALL SCHEDULE


HOCKEY SCHEDULE

The remainder of the games in the SEXTET's hockey schedule are:

Mar. 3-6: St. Anselm at Boston College Mar. 10-13: Boston College at St. Anselm Mar. 17-20: St. Anselm at Boston College Mar. 24-27: Boston College at St. Anselm

S. U. FIVE WINS 55-36

The Bear's basketball team had another strong win over the Huskies, winning 55-36. The team has been on a roll lately and is expected to continue its winning streak.

Other than the basketball, the hockey team has been struggling lately. The team is expected to bounce back in the coming weeks.
Seasons Greetings From The President and Dean

WALTER M. HURST
ROBERT J. WORRE
ATTEND PLAY

CONDAS RESTAURANT

STUDENT HOTEL: MEAL SERVICE RESTAURANT
501 MOUNTAIN AVE, JANUARY 1950, BUT鄰BET
6 MONTANA STATE, MISSOU, MONTANA

ATTEND PLAY

“EASIEST TEST IN THE BOOK”

MAKE THE TOBACCO GROWERS MILDNESS TEST YOURSELF...

YES... Compare Chesterfield with the brand you've been smoking... Open a pack... smell that milder Chesterfield aroma. Prove—tobaccos that smell milder smoke milder.

Now smoke Chesterfields—they do smoke milder, and they leave NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE.

Photo: Chesterfield CO

CHESTERFIELD
LEADING SELLER IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES